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Favorite progression

Posted by AlexDoherty - 18 Aug 2012 08:57
_____________________________________

Hey guys I'm new here I just got my WE a couple of days ago and so far I've had good results. I got the
pro pack 1 and the 1200/1600 ceramics. My question is what is your favorite progression or what
progression leads to your favorite edge? So far I like the 1000 grit edge the best. I'm not asking for
scientific just what do you like and why. Thanks and I can't wait to hear what you guys have to say.
============================================================================

Re: Favorite progression

Posted by PhilipPasteur - 20 Aug 2012 08:54
_____________________________________

Congrats on your success!
Nothing nicer than a sharp blade, one that you sharpened youself, in your pocket..
Well possibly nothing other than using the blade..

Phil
============================================================================

Re: Favorite progression
Posted by ApexGS - 20 Aug 2012 15:33

_____________________________________

I'm still playing around with my Hogue EX01 tanto, but I just realized I've been horribly spoiled by the
Wicked Edge already. I got a CRKT M16 14SF in for a customer and friend of mine and I'm really
unimpressed by the factory edge! The grind is nice though, maybe I'll end up upgrading it for him
============================================================================

Re: Favorite progression

Posted by AlexDoherty - 20 Aug 2012 16:43
_____________________________________

I've always had good luck hand sharpening but I've gotten spoiled too by the speed and ease that I can
try new things and get repeatable results. That hasn't always been the case freehand. It takes a lot of the
worry out of the process because if you try something and you don't like it or it doesn't work out like you
thought it is easy to go back to what you know works or try something else. I would upgrade... with his
permission of course.
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